A Brief Update

We hope you made time last week during that one day of record-breaking warmth to push away from the desk, away from research/coursework/writing/grading/thinking-with-eyes-shut, to step outside “in Just-spring when the world is mud-luscious.” (We know Actual-spring is weeks away, but couldn’t resist the Cummings reference.) Despite such pleasant distractions, the work goes on, and that means making plans to furnish our new space in T-Hall (Rooms G15 & G16). We’ll start moving in over Spring Break, and can’t wait to share pictures and start hosting meetings and events there! We’re also about to consider passing a resolution against state legislative attempts to allow firearms on our public campuses, and another resolution expressing solidarity with UNH Lecturers in the aftermath of recent non-renewals of more than a dozen faculty. What’s next?

The Graduate Student body includes ~2,400 Wildcats. GSS represents you all!

Remember to VOTE for your Senators.

Elections open Monday, February 26, and will close Friday, March 9.

Only eligible UNH graduate students can cast a ballot. (Click image for elections site.)

LOOKING AHEAD

GSS Elections

Vote for next year’s Graduate Student Senators! Elections will be open from Monday, February 26 until Friday, March 9. Follow this link (login required) and use your voice!

First Thursdays

Put on a green wig, button up that Kelly cardigan, pull up your lucky shamrock socks, and join us at this month’s grad student social, co-sponsored by GSS and the Graduate School. When: March 1, 7:00-9:00pm. Where: Thirsty Moose, Dover NH. Pizza provided!

A Weekly Support Group

This group meets weekly and will focus on learning strategies to manage stress and deal with the challenges of graduate school. Come talk with other graduate students in a safe and confidential setting. When: Tuesdays, 5:00-6:30pm. Where: PACS, Smith Hall, 3rd Fl. Call: (603) 862-2090.

GSS President’s Office Hours

Miss our general sessions? GSS President Jovana Milosavljevic-Ardeljan will be available on first Fridays each month of the semester. When: Friday, March 2, 3-4pm. Where: GSS Office, MUB 119. You can also contact your Senator directly: follow this link to find out who’s who and how to reach them. We’re here to help!